
YOUR SIZING GUIDE

Finding the perfect ring size is essential for a comfortable and secure fit. While visiting
a local jeweler for an accurate measurement is ideal, we understand that current
circumstances may make it challenging to do so. 
That's why we've created this comprehensive guide to help you measure your ring size
from the comfort of your home.

Our step-by-step instructions and handy tips will ensure that you get the precise ring
size you need. Whether you're shopping for yourself or selecting a gift, having the
correct ring size is critical to enjoying your jewelry to the fullest.

With our guide, you can confidently specify your ring size when ordering from Steel
Magnolia, ensuring that your new piece fits perfectly from the moment you put it on. 
Let's get started on finding your ideal ring size!

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

At Steel Magnolia Jewellery, we use the British sizing system, which is based on
alphabetical letters ranging from G to Z for measurements. 

To make ordering easier, please refer to the following breakdown of sizes:
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X-Small (G to J)
Small (K to N)
Medium (O to S)
Large (T to W)
X-Large (X to Z)

Small (O to Q)
Medium (R to T)
Large (U to W)
X-Large (X to Z)
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Before printing, ensure this guide is set to
print at 100% 85.6mm scale and that you are
printing on standard A4 paper (210mm x
297mm). If you are unsure as to whether you
have printed the correct size, or if you are
measuring on a screen, place a credit card on
the guide.

HOW TO MEASURE
YOUR RING SIZE

86.6 MM

PLACE CREDIT CARD HERE

Utilizing an existing ring is a convenient method for
determining your ring size. Align the inside of your
ring with one of the circles provided below. Ensure
that only the black circle inside your ring is visible,
with minimal white paper showing.

METHOD 1

METHOD 2 Once you have cut out the ruler, snip along the line to create an
opening. Position the ruler around your finger so that the
numbers are visible. The number nearest to the opening
indicates your ring size. Test the fit by sliding the ruler over your
knuckle; we suggest choosing a size that slips on and off
comfortably. Keep in mind that the ring size might slightly differ
depending on the ring design.

NEED HELP? CONTACT US AT: STEELMAGNOLIAJEWELRY.SMJ@GMAIL.COM
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CIRCUMFERENCE: 47.1MM
DIAMETER: 15MM

CIRCUMFERENCE: 49.6MM
DIAMETER: 15.8MM

CIRCUMFERENCE: 51.8MM
DIAMETER: 16.5MM

CIRCUMFERENCE: 54MM
DIAMETER: 17.2MM

CIRCUMFERENCE: 56.2MM
DIAMETER: 17.9MM

CIRCUMFERENCE: 58.1MM
DIAMETER: 18.5MM

CIRCUMFERENCE: 60MM
DIAMETER: 19.1MM

CIRCUMFERENCE: 62.2MM
DIAMETER: 19.8MM

CIRCUMFERENCE: 63.8MM
DIAMETER: 20.3MM

CIRCUMFERENCE: 66MM
DIAMETER: 21MM

CIRCUMFERENCE: 67.9MM
DIAMETER: 21.6MM

CIRCUMFERENCE: 70.1MM
DIAMETER: 22.3MM



SIZING TIPS

Measure Multiple Times: If possible, measure your ring size at different times of the
day as fingers can swell slightly, affecting the size.

1.

Consider Temperature: Your fingers can shrink or expand with temperature
changes, so take this into account when measuring.

2.

Use a Comfortable Fit: Aim for a ring size that feels snug but not too tight. It
should slide over your knuckle without difficulty.

3.

Account for Ring Width: Keep in mind that wider rings will fit tighter than narrow
ones. Adjust your size accordingly based on the ring's width.

4.

Test Movement: Ensure that your ring allows for comfortable movement of your
finger without being too loose or tight.

5.

Check for Resizing Policies: Familiarize yourself with our resizing policies in case
adjustments are needed later on.

6.

Consider Finger Shape: Finger shapes can vary, so if you have wider or narrower
fingers, you may need to adjust your size accordingly.

7.

Consult a Professional: If you're unsure about your ring size, consider visiting a
jeweler for a professional measurement.

8.

Trial and Error: If ordering online, consider ordering a few sizes close to your
measurement to try on and determine the best fit.

9.


